The Spider Club News
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“The Spider Club provides a fun, responsible, social learning experience,

centered on spiders, their relatives and on nature in general.”

A beautiful jumping spider photographed by Desirié Pelser, probably Thyenula sp. or maybe Rumburak sp.
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About the Spider Club
The Spider Club of Southern Africa is a non-profit organisation. Our aim is to encourage an interest
in arachnids – especially spiders and scorpions - and to promote this interest and the study of these
animals by all suitable means.
Membership is open to anyone – people interested in joining the club may apply to any committee
member for information.
Field outings, day visits, arachnid surveys and demonstrations, workshops and exhibits are arranged
from time to time. A diary of events and outings is published at the end of this newsletter, on our
website and Facebook page. If you are a registered SCSA member you will receive emails and/or
texts advising you of what’s coming up. As usual, Norman Larsen will be in attendance at the Cape
Union Mart Adventure Centre in Cape Town’s Canal Walk every Saturday from 11-12 to demonstrate
and talk about spiders.

Contact Us
WEBSITE: http://www.spiderclub.co.za

EMAIL ADDRESS: info@spiderclub.co.za

…. At the Spider Club of Southern
Africa page

Your committee
Luisa Bozzonetti
Miemmie Byrch
Jackie Collier
Astri Leroy (chairman)
Craig Main
Margie Main (education)
JP Schutte (webmaster)
Laylaa Suliman

082 445 8000
082 772 3928
084 311 4849
073 168 7187
082 323 4670
082 851 6243
076 926 1121
073 911 3683
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j-p@cogit.co.za
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FROM THE HUB
IN MEMORIAM
It is with immense sadness that I tell you that Joan Faiola died on Friday 13th December, a black
Friday indeed and not something that I have properly processed as she was not only the superb
editor of The Spider Club News, she was a very dear friend. We laid her to rest last Saturday at the
Fourways Memorial Park with a short ceremony along with close friends and family. Joan and I
shared many adventures and a lot of laughs. Her wit, broad knowledge of the natural world, her
tenacity in teaching herself how to identify spiders and her enthusiasm will be sorely missed. She
was a perfectionist with a firm grasp of spider morphology and taxonomy. She wanted the world to
know how interesting and beautiful spiders are. Go in peace Joan and may you find many fascinating
arachnids to identify in the hereafter. My son Paul said it well “All books eventually finish but the
stories in between the covers of good book stick with us.” Joan’s story was a very good one. Our
deepest sympathy to her many friends and family

Joan Faiola on a birding trip (left) and explaining spiders at Yebo Gogga (right).

Astri & John Leroy and Joan Faiola photographing a small scorpion in the dry bed of the Bubi River,
Zimbabwe, the river is now full of water.
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NUPTUALS
Colleen and Louis recently married so Colleen’s
big change of lifestyle means that she has
resigned her post as Membership Secretary, but
of course she hasn’t resigned as a member of The
Spider Club. I will miss your help and reliability
dreadfully Colleen but we will eventually get to
KZN to see you. Here they are looking so happy.
From all your spider friends, we wish you, Mr &
Mrs. Visser a long and happy life together.

And Niela and Johann were married on 2nd
November this year, so many congratulations to you
two too Mr and Mrs. Meyer! Neila was a very active
and helpful member both of the Spider Club and the
committee for several years and always made an
effort to join our outings and field strips all the way
from Rustenburg. She and her sister along with
Johann and other fiends made the spectacular
button spider cake for The Spider Club’s 40th
anniversary in 2015

These changes mean that I will really need
because Craig and Margie Main have indicated
that they really cannot commit to participate in club activities and would prefer to be off the
committee. My dear and long-time friends Miemmie Byrch is unable to participate due to ill health.
Luisa Bozzonetti seems to have gone AWOL. That leaves a depleted committee of some very busy
people to run the club.
Before you run away with the idea that I’m “a retired person” with nothing to do but play with
spiders and run The Spider Club, please be aware that I have a “normal” day job which has nothing
to do with spiders, and all the minutiae of everyday living, family and commercial life. Jacky is
partner in a busy Property business so weekends are difficult for her and Laylaa is in a new and
demanding job as well as being a birding guide and SANParks Honorary Ranger.
But on the bright side, there have been enthusiastic offers from Caren Neal , Celeste Polley and Rudi
Steenkamp to take on some of the tasks of running the Spider Club. None are officially on the
committee, and all of them are also very busy people so if there is anyone else out there who would
like to jump in and help, PLEASE SHOUT you absolutely don’t have to be a committee member nor
do you have to be a spider fundi. You need to have admin skills!
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You will be glad to hear that the Phinda button spider has now been officially named Latrodectus
umbukwane, well I think you will be pleased, I am. The reference is:
A new forest dwelling button spider from South Africa (Araneae, Theridiidae, Latrodectus) Wright,
B.M.O.G, Wright, C.D, Sole, C.L., Lyle, R., Tippett, R., , Sholto-Douglas, C., Verburgt. L., Engelbrecht,
I. (2019) Zootaxa 4700 (4): 584–600
https://doi.org/10.11646/zootaxa.4700.4.12

ON TAKING VOUCHER SPECIMENS:
By Tone Killick (Slightly edited by Astri)
Regarding killing spiders for identification purposes, the world over, very few spider species are
identifiable by photo alone and as hard as it seems to some this requires voucher specimens being
collected, i.e. euthanized so they may be studied under a microscope. This is also how new species
are discovered. This may be unfortunate for the individual spider but if you consider that there can
be many hundreds of spiders in a square metre, one or two taken will have no impact on the
population. You must also consider that if we don't have a positive identification, how can we
understand things like abundance of species, habitat preferences, behaviour, and distribution and
how do we begin to conserve a species if we don't know it's there? Sadly in this day and age, species
of spiders have become extinct before we have had a chance to find study and conserve then. The
bottom line is taking specimens from the wild may seem evil to some but it is a necessary and
important one.
Editor’s note: I am so glad someone else posted this on the Spider Club Facebook Page. It was
prompted by an event in 2014 when renowned entomologist, author and photographer Poitr Naskrecki
was vilified on social media for daring to collect and preserve (kill) a Goliath Bird eater Theraphosa
blondi the heaviest spider in the world.
Just so that you know who he is, Piotr Naskrecki is an entomologist at the Museum of Comparative
Zoology, Harvard University. He is a photographer and author and has worked/works extensively at
the E.O. Wilson Lab, a research centre in Gorongosa, Mozambique, Gorongosa National Park in
Mozambique which is home to some of the biologically richest and most diverse ecosystems on the
African Continent. Here is some of what he says:
“Every single one of us is guilty of involuntary bioslaughter – we kill thousands of organisms without
realizing that we do it. Look into the light fixtures of your house or the grill of your car; they are full
of dead insects and spiders. That highway that you drive to work – each mile of it equals millions of
animals and plants that were exterminated during its construction (and if you live in an area of
particularly high endemism, California or New Zealand for example, its construction probably
contributed to pushing some species closer to extinction). That tofu that you eat because meat is
murder probably comes from Brazil, where massive soy plantations stretching from one horizon to
another have replaced its once thriving rainforest and led to the disappearance of thousands of species.
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A mile of highway kills more organisms that an entire generation of scientists. First during its
construction, then when it turns into a conveyor belt to hell for any organism unlucky enough to step
on or fly over it.

Museum collections are priceless not only because of their role in scientific discoveries, but
for igniting the fascination with the natural world in future generations of researchers, artists,
and conservationists.
Collecting and preservation of physical specimens is an integral, irreplaceable element of
biological sciences. There is hardly a branch of biology that does not rely on the examination
of organisms’ bodies (the only exception I can think of is ethology, and only some variants of
it), be it for the purpose of their identification, understanding of the functions of their
respiratory system, or the speed of transmission of neural signals. Museum collections, where
specimens are preserved for future scientists, are a special, very important case. There
specimens are often deposited not for a particular, clearly defined research project (such as
when a geneticist examines thousands of fruit flies to measure the expression of a particular
gene). Rather, collections serve as both a documentation of the current state of species
composition in a particular time period or an area, or as a library of morphological and
genetic diversity across a wide range of species. We cannot anticipate what questions will be
asked, and answered, using specimens deposited in such collections. For example, the ban on
the use of DDT, a horrible environmental pollutant, was based on the discovery made in
ornithological collections that bird egg shells have been getting progressively thinner, thus
leading to high mortality of birds, ever since the chemical began to be used. The spread of
chytrid fungus that is wiping amphibian species across the globe was understood by
examining specimens dating back a hundred years. Closer to my own research, the world’s
only cave katydid is now listed as Endangered by the IUCN Red List and thus receiving a
greater attention from conservationists, because I found 70-year old, unidentified specimens
of this species, collected by a scientist who had no idea what a remarkable animal he was
catching.
And this is the key – species are never lost as a result of scientific collecting, but almost
invariably because of the destruction of their habitat, or due to competition from alien species
introduced by humans. And this loss of species is happening on an unimaginable scale – by
some estimates 16,000 species quietly go extinct every year, some even before scientists have
a chance to describe and name them. And this is why if I see something that may be new to
science, even if I suspect that it might be rare and threatened, I will collect it and deposit it in
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a museum. Some years ago I found a new species of katydid in South Africa. I knew that its
population was tiny and on the brink of disappearance. In fact, this species is now probably
extinct. Not because I collected a few individuals, but because its only population was located
in a tiny patch of a native yellowwood forest within a massive pine plantation, a patch that
was already being cut down to be replaced by more non-native trees grown for timber. Had I
not collected a few specimens of this animal, we would have never known it existed. Now, at
least its tombstone has a name – Paracilacris periclitatus, The Endangered Katydid.
I could go on and on about why scientific collecting is needed, but I want to mention one last
thing. Every single one of us is guilty of involuntary bioslaughter – we kill thousands of
organisms without realizing that we do it. Look into the light fixtures of your house or the
grill of your car; they are full of dead insects and spiders. That highway that you drive to
work – each mile of it equals millions of animals and plants that were exterminated during its
construction (and if you live in an area of particularly high endemism, California or New
Zealand for example, its construction probably contributed to pushing some species closer to
extinction). That tofu that you eat because meat is murder – it probably comes from Brazil,
where massive soy plantations stretching from one horizon to another have replaced its once
thriving rainforest and led to the disappearance of thousands of species.
It is very easy to fixate on an individual case of an organism being deliberately euthanized. We do it
because it is convenient emotionally – it is much easier to feel superior when we can point a finger
at somebody who does it consciously, even if for a good, justifiable reason, but we don’t like to think
about those trillions of animals and plants that we kill by virtue of simply going to a grocery store.”
P Nasrecki

If you would like to know more about Piotr, read some of his
books, like “The smaller majority” Here is the marketing blurb:
“Smaller, on average, than a human finger, creatures climbing,
scampering, and flying out of sight make up 99 percent of all animal life
visible to the naked eye. This is the “smaller majority” that we meet eyeto-eye, often for the first time and certainly as never before, in Piotr
Naskrecki’s spectacular book. A large-format volume of over 400
exquisite, full-color photographs, some depicting animals never before
captured with a camera, The Smaller Majority takes us on a visual
journey into the remote world of organisms that, however little known, overlooked, or even reviled,
are critical to the biodiversity of the tropics, and to the life of our planet.
Here are the species who truly dominate the tropics, both in terms of their diversity and the
ecological functions they play: invertebrates such as insects, arachnids, or flatworms, but also littleknown vertebrates such as the pygmy chameleons of Madagascar or legless, underground frog kin
known as caecilians; here is behaviour never before documented, as in katydids preying upon one
another, photographed in places few have visited. Using pioneering camera techniques that allow us
to see the world of these creatures from their point of view, the book exposes the environment in
which they live, the threats they face, and the devastating impact their disappearance may have. A
unique introduction to the marvellous variety of the overlooked life under our feet, Naskrecki’s book
returns us to a child’s sense of wonder with a fully informed, deeply felt understanding of the
importance of so much of the world’s smaller, teeming life.”
I have not read it but see it is available as a slightly used copy on line at around £10.00, so I am going
to get a copy.
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RECENT EVENTS

REPORT BACK ON A FIELD TRIP TO ALBERT’S FARM, NORTYHCLIFF JOHANNESBURG 13
October 2019 by Celeste Polley

Members of the Spider Club of Southern Africa excitedly convened at Albert’s Farm early on a
Sunday morning to survey arachnids of the area. Astri greeted us with enthusiasm under a shady
tree where we were briefed on the course of action. As we got acquainted with one another, each of
us grabbed a small vial and a piece of cotton wool to collect the spiders in, as well as a magnifier
(available for purchase) to examine the arachnid friends up close.
As we stumbled across the first web nestled in
between the rocks, the child in all of us emerged.
Eyes lit up and energy levels grew as we listened
intently to learn about the nesting habits and
behaviour of the Common Grass Funnel Web Spider
(Agelenidae, a large family of harmless spiders in the
suborder Araneomorphae).
While we soaked up the African sun, we slowly made
our way through the field, turning rocks and carefully
putting them back out of respect for the environment,
leaving only footprints. Throughout the day we
collected various arachnids, which include...
In the afternoon, we gathered for drinks and delicious cake at Marianne’s
home nearby while we participated in preliminary identifications through a
microscope, and chatted up a storm - a perfect way to bookend the day.
Here is J-P examining the “catch” in a sweepnet.
If you plan to attend the next field trip, remember to bring your own vials
(if you have) as well as any reference books, a picnic lunch, adequate
water, a hat + sunscreen, comfortable walking shoes, cash, and of course
the child in you. Your real kids are welcome too!
“Curiosity will conquer fear even more than bravery will.” – James
Stephens

Celeste
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THE SPIDER CLUB STAND AT THE GAUTENG OUTDOOR EXPO on the grounds of St Stithians College
25th , 26th and 27th October.

Caren Neal and Astri (wo)manned the stand all weekend. It was not really worth being there
because very few members of the public attended in part because it was the final of the Rugy World
Cup (wooohooo!) and becauses I feel it was not well marketed but it was lovely for Caren and Astri
to get to know each other and if we only enthused this young gentleman and gave him some
knowedge of arachnids, then I guess it was worthwhile. Astri.
SPIDER CLUB WALK AT RIETFONTEIN NATURE RESERVE 30th November
Nina Parry “interviewed” the attendees for us and this is what she found:
Galina Azarkina is from Novosibirsk in Russia where the outdoor temperature today 27th December
2019 is -21oC. Yes that’s right MINUS 21oC! She probably needs no introduction to any of us
interested in jumping spiders. She’s our go-to person when we want a salticid identified and anyway
she is just a lovely person.
Kiran Marathe from India is currently a grad student with Wayne Madison at the University of British
Columbia, Canada and is visiting South Africa with Galina Azarkina for field work and collecting
jumping spiders in this country.
Caren Neal has been a member of the club for three weeks. She was a severe arachnophobe,
however since she became active on the Spider Club Facebook she’s now become a spider advocate.
She most enjoyed seeing the Hersilia sp. (long-spinnered bark spider) so well camouflaged on a tree
trunk.
Leon Minnaar with his two sons, Luan (10) and JP (16), is an amateur photographer. He started
macro photography and found spiders and other small things completely fascinating. He enjoyed
meeting people and involving his sons at the event. JP enjoyed finding and handling the eresid
Dresserus cf colsoni (ground velvet spider), the first spider he ever handled.
Jannie Degenaar is a nature lover and has been active on the Facebook community since last
October. He really enjoyed seeing the long-spinnered bark spider and the male Argiope, (garden orbweb spider) which has a mirror-like sheen.
Ynnes and Helena Potgieter, a recently wed couple, have been part of the Spider Club for 6 months.
They really enjoyed seeing the long-spinnered bark spider and velvet spider. They were inspired to
join the event by Jannie, their uncle.
Dane Drake, former arachnophobe and Nina Parry, entomologist and spider enthusiast joined late
but thoroughly enjoyed looking for and finding salticids and for spotting a female Opistophthalmus
pugnax (Highveld burrowing scorpion) under a large rock. They also really enjoyed the great
company and the stunning view at the top of the ridge at Rietfontein.
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Let me introduce Nina’s work which work focuses on the bioconversion of organic waste and the
production of protein for animal feed using soldier flies and if you are really nice to her and need
flies (to feed to captive spiders for example) she’s the one to ask. (Ed.)
We added these to our list from January 2018 with (the “cf” means that’s what we think it is but
not sure). Of course it was Galina who gave us the jumping spider names.
FAMILY
SPECIES
COMMON NAME if there is one
Linyphiidae
Argyneta sp.
Dwarf or hammock-web spider
Philodromidae
Philodromus sp
Running spiders
Philodromidae
Thanatus sp
Running spiders
Salticidae
Baryphas ahenus
Jumping spider
Salticidae
Evarcha sp
Jumping spider
Salticidae
Evarcha prosimilis
Jumping spider
Salticidae
Jumping spider
Heliophanus ♂
Salticidae
Manzuma sp nov
Jumping spider
Salticidae
Jumping spider
Myrmarachne ♂
Thomisidae
Runcinia sp
Grass crab spider
Thomisidae
Synema sp
African mask crab spider
Uloboridae
Miagrammopes sp
Single-line-web spider

Snippets
LEN DE BEER’S PHOTOS FROM VENEZUELA, these are species of Micrathena, in the subfamily
Gasteracanthinae, family Araneidae.
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A RAIN SPIDER GOT ITS COME-UPPANCE!
Lance Robison was at Bushwillow Estate,
Vaalkop Dam on 21st September,
presumably concentrating on birds (that’s
his passion) but being an observant field
naturalist with an interest in all organisms,
he noticed the legs of a fair-sized Palystes
(rain spider) on the back stable door early in the
morning. On closer inspection he realised that
there were actually two spiders and that a fairly
large gnaphosid was feeding on the Palystes.
After about an hour, the gnaphosid had left
unnoticed and only a few discarded legs of the
Palystes remained.

CONFUSING MARKINGS ON A SUBADULT BLACK BUTTON SPIDER
Andrea Myburgh found and photographed this sub adult female black button spider Latrodectus sp.,
near her home in Polokwane. On 20th November when she first photographed it, there was what
could easily be called an orange hour-glass marking under its abdomen. She photographed the
same individual on 24th November and the supposed “hour-glass” marking has morphed into a
simple orange line. Clearly this particular spider has not read the description for black button
spiders!
Dorsal view of a black button spider on 20th November 2019

Ventral view of black button spider
20th November 2019
24th November 2019
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New records of Cladomelea from South Africa, including the first records of C. longipes (O.
Pickard-Cambridge, 1877) (Araneae, Araneidae) outside its type locality
Anna Sophia Dippenaar-Schoeman1, 2, Stefan Hendrik Foord2
1 Plant Health and Protection, Agricultural Research Council, Pretoria, South Africa, 0106. 2 Department of Zoology and Centre for
Invasion Biology, School of Mathematical and Natural Sciences, University of Venda, Thohoyandou, Limpopo, South Africa, 0950.
Corresponding author: stefan.foord@univen.ac.za

Abstract
We present the first records of the bolas spider, Cladomelea longipes (O. Pickard-Cambridge, 1877), beyond its
type locality, resulting in a considerable extension of its geographic range in Africa. We compare C. longipes
with the two other species of Cladomelea known from South Africa, C. akermani Hewitt, 1923 and C. debeeri
Roff & Dippenaar- Schoeman, 2004. Images of live specimens and a distribution map are provided. Cladomelea
longipes is very rare locally but has a relatively large geographical distribution in the Afrotropical Region.
Keywords Cladomelea akermani, Cladomelea debeeri, geographical distribution, Zimbabwe, Cameroon.

EXPLAINING SOLIFUGAE (with a diagram) Thank you for letting us use your diagram and notes
Nicolette. Edited from a post by Nicolette Josling on our Facebook Page in answer to an enquiry
about a “Roman spider” (See Diary for details of the FB page). There are innumerable myths and
misconceptions about these creatures.

Some people even think they are ants! But they are not. Ants are insects, not arachnids.
Insects have 3 body segments (a head, thorax and abdomen) and are 6-legged whereas
arachnids have 2 body segments (tagmata): a cephalothorax (combined head and thorax) and an
opisthosoma (abdomen). Solifugids differ from spiders in that they have no venom nor silk glands
and they have segmented abdomens. Like all adult arachnids they have 4 pairs of legs, but in
solifugids the first pair of legs has lost its ambulatory (walking) function, thus they use the last three
pairs of "walking/ running" legs for locomotion. Those front appendages, which are often elevated
and extended in front of the body, are pedipalps and primarily tactile in nature.
Solifuges are great predators and will eat almost any live prey item that can be captured including a
wide variety of insects (cockroaches, crickets, and grasshoppers), spiders, small lizards and even
other solifugids. The nocturnal ones come into our homes at night in search of an easy meal and
they are attracted to lights. In solifugid “language” lights at night means an abundance of prey, like
moths, be it artificial lights or campfires. They are solitary creatures, and do not build community
nests and do not run in pairs. Most species are nocturnal and it is well known that they are fast
moving and have the habit of chasing shadows in an attempt to stay cool in their predominantly arid
habitats. Although intimidating and aggressive in defence, or when provoked, they pose no threat to
humans.
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SPIDERS PREYING ON VERTEBRATES
Of course solifuges are not the only arachnids that are capable of feeding on vertebrate prey, large
spiders and scorpions will do so too when the opportunity arises. We know that Nilus spp., fishing
spiders in the family Pisauridae, routinely take small fish and frogs in addition to their more usual
insect prey; the strong, golden silk of Trichonephila (family Araneidae) webs can entangle birds and
bats from time to time and we had one record of a mouse in a Trichonephila web. The tangle webs
of equally strong (but white) silk made by button (widow) spiders in the genus Latrodectus
(Theridiidae) is capable of entangling small rodents and reptiles.
In all these instances the spiders have feasted on their prey. So I
was interested to read an article in The Journal of Arachnology
listing spiders in several families that have been recorded as
capturing and preying on small mammals. What really caught my
attention is that 80% of the recorded incidents involved theridiids
in the genus Latrodectus calling them “expert mouse-catchers”
and that their venom targets the vertebrate nervous system. This
helps to answer the question “Why should button/widow spider
venom be dangerous to people? They can’t eat us!” Yes but they
can and do eat rodents.

Latrodectus geometricus caught and ate a herald snake
Crotaphopelti hotamboeia. Photo by Chantelle Haken,
Phalaborwa in 2007.

Here is the Abstract from the paper:
Abstract. A survey of reports on spiders preying on small, nonflying mammals (i.e., mice, deer mice, voles, rats, heteromyid
rodents, shrews) published in the literature and in the social media yielded a total of 42 naturally
occurring incidents. Spiders from five families (Agelenidae, Ctenidae, Sparassidae, Theraphosidae,
and Theridiidae) were reported capturing small mammals under natural conditions. Additionally,
spiders from four more families (Atracidae, Lycosidae, Pisauridae, and Porrhothelidae) are known to
kill small mammals in captivity. Approximately 80% of the reported incidents were attributable to
theridiid spiders, especially the Australian redback spider (Latrodectus hasselti Thorell, 1870) and
three species of North American widow spiders (Latrodectus geometricus C.L. Koch, 1841,
Latrodectus hesperus Chamberlin & Ivie, 1935, and Latrodectus mactans (Fabricius, 1775)) that have
been shown to be expert mouse-catchers. The success of widow spiders in subduing small mammals
can be explained by their ability to spin strong webs made up of tough silk, and producing a very
potent toxin (a-latrotoxin) specifically targeting the vertebrate nervous system.
The reference if you want to read the whole report is: NYFFLER, M. &, VETTER R. 2018. Black
widow spiders, Latrodectus spp. (Araneae: Theridiidae), and other spiders feeding on mammals.
Journal of Arachnology 46:541–548
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DIARY of The Spider Club of Southern Africa
www.spiderclub.co.za
We charge for attendance at field and certain other events: R50 per adult and R10 per child
11 years and under with the option of paying R120 PER FAMILY for annual subscription.
Some venues will also require an entrance fee which must be paid by each individual. For
field trips we will supply vials, magnifiers, plastic pill bottles and some other basic collecting
equipment but please bring your own if you have as well as any reference books, a picnic
lunch, adequate water, a hat and good walking shoes. Book on astri@spiderclub.co.za or
sms 073 168-7187 or on our Facebook page
Join our community on Facebook to meet like-minded people and stay updated on
upcoming events https://www.facebook.com/groups/101951926508391/
2020
Saturday 11th January, 2020 8.30 a.m. till whenever, Klipriviersberg Nature
Reserve. There is no entrance fee to the reserve but please bring CASH to pay the
club. Address: Peggy Vera Road, (near corner Frederick Place) Kibler Park/Johannesburg
South, -26.30378, 28.01070 Leader Caren Neal, for details call Caren on 083 753 or
email caren@nicholsonsmith.co.za
Please note that Astri and Jacky will be away attending the AFRAS Colloquium 19th – 23rd
January and the Post-Colloquium field trip 23rd to 26th January and will probably be difficult
to contact during that period.
Saturday 8th February 2020, 8.30 a.m. till whenever MORELETAKLOOF NATURE
RESERVE, Helios Street, Moreleta Park, Pretoria
We have plans for next year to visit Kloofendal Nature Reserve in Roodepoort as well as a
longer spider event somewhere more distant.

Watch this space!
Keep your eyes on your e-mail and our Facebook page as other events may be organized, sometimes
at quite short notice. We will attempt to give you fair warning. And remember that Norman Larsen
is at the Cape Union Mart Adventure Centre, Canal walk in Cape Town for the first three Saturdays
and the last Sunday of the month between 11 a.m. and 12 noon to demonstrate and talk about
SPIDERS!
TAIL END: A quote from Daily Maverick 3rd Dec.

“The aim of science is not to open the door to infinite wisdom, but to set a limit to infinite
error.” Bertolt Brecht, German Playwright and Poet well known for his bonnes mots.
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